479 Green Mountain Drive Loveland, CO 80537
Internet and phone service:
The text below is from one of the neighbors on Green Mountain (Michael Clingan). He is
very knowledgeable about the mountain. He works from home and has a big need for
high speed internet and streaming video conference. Here is what he has shared:
I work from a home office and have higher requirements than most:
Rise Broadband has been solid for me since they began their system upgrade. My 20/5
Mbps package with 350 Gb/mth cost $50 a month with a 2 year contract. They were the
pioneers in bringing 5/1 Mbps here as LP Broadband, but went through a very rough
patch of service when they became part of Rise, who was solely focused then on gaining
accounts. After some butt kicking by one of their soccer loving EVPs Rise now has over
99% uptime now and the speeds are as advertised. If anyone wants a detailed and
technical overview of the system upgrade path, I have one I can send.
I do video conference calls without a hitch using a variety of services and Ooma’s VoIP
service for both home and business phones. Ooma has worked well with only occasional
and brief digitalization.
FRII is another internet service provider option and is new to our area. They also offer a
20 Mbps package, at a bit higher price. And there’s also HughesNet, which is
terrible.Believe it or not, a few folks here have CentruyLink dial-up - something you can
no longer buy but which is still supported.
Cellular coverage is iffy and very dependent on site location for all the carriers. We
switched to Verizon which works better in more places than does AT&T. I use a signal
booster for my office area, others here use a microcell that let’s their cellphone hop onto
the internet when needed.
**Source: Email sent to Matt Shoup dated June 14, 2017.

